Q1: Name of the organization:
great healthy community association and elderly and patient caregivers association

Q2: The purpose of the organization:
Association Name: The name of the association is “Healthy Community Association”. It is headquartered in ISTANBUL and no other branch will open.
Article 2-The association was founded with the goal of addressing health-related problems in society, preparing projects to solve health and community problems, implementing health-related projects, providing support to patients and their relatives in need of help, covering their needs, providing health care to those who are victimized by wars and/or natural disasters, organizing conferences to raise the awareness of the public etc.
Activities Carried Out by the Association

Q3: Information as to the programmes and activities of the organization in areas relevant to the human rights of older persons:
NATIONAL CARE
2010-2020

INTERNATIONAL ELDERLY AND PATIENT CARE, CAREGIVER’S TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT PROJECT AND PROJECT FOR ITS ADAPTATION TO TURKEY
(For All Elderly- Disabled- Patient individuals)
(2010- 2020)

DRAFT OF PROJECT
AIM OF PROJECT.

Project:
We started our project and our trainings for elderly and nurse/caregiver to patient in order to ensure the sanitary care service to the elderly population gradually increasing in our country and also due to the need because there are not sufficient personnel to give the modern care service to the disabled patients with myopathy, requiring palliative care in Turkey,
The Project offers a primary quality training, the accreditation evaluating the training, the professional competency and an employment opportunity internationally provided that they are women/females- men/males.
The Project shall eliminate the education gap between female/woman and male/man, the skills, knowledge and abilities of the person who had a quality training in the society will increase, it shall also employ more than 2.500.000 persons by increasing the training’s quality in the specific times and bring service to these 2.500.000 citizens. At first step
The Caregiver shall be an occupation under the name nurse/caregiver to patient, be followed, the money shall not be paid by the ministry of health and the social insurance institution unnecessarily, all care services shall be checked, the professional care service coordination centres shall be founded and carried out with the cooperation of the state – civil society.

Project’s Training: 1st Pilot study: It is carried out in the region that is the 2nd class socio-economically in Bavramnasa
Project’s Training: 1st Pilot study: It is carried out in the region that is the 2nd class socio-economically in Bayrampaşa district. This year it shall start as Üsküdar- Şişli- Beşiktaş- Esenler- Sultanbeyli. It shall also be started in the other cities in 2013-2016.

Care: 1. Basic care service (in old age – in disability and in disease)
Its hierarchic arrangement (joint in health and care)
Doctor- Nurse/Nursing sistance, Caregiver to Patient- and other technical departments

The preparations for the preliminary pilot certificate study of forming adaption to field, the training for the elderly and caregiver to patient at the international standards, going on to be prepared currently and to be started to be given/taught by us, were completed.

The study shall be the obligatory training (10 months) of 1680 hours in total with the formal training of 6 months for 720 hours, the field work of 6 months (960 hours).

It shall be a training and work of 300 hours (2 years) in total provided to work in observation in the semi-professional working life of 1200 hours after graduation. (Unlicensed training)

Thus the standards of the elderly patient and the caregiver to patient shall occur at national size.

In this sense the need to care giver to patient and the elderly that is a bother seriously in the country is to form a structure solving the problem in name of Turkey among its kind with the medical and health trainings provided to be continuously through the expert hands/persons.

In this sense in the training we will start off with the estimable trainers, academicians and our teachers of the health occupation high school, having the experience of years.

In this sense we start the studies in order to gain a national structure and an occupational size to the study provided that they are of 4 ministries, (The Ministry of National Education, The General Directorate of Lifelong Learning (The Directorate of National Education o behalf of Istanbul), The Ministry of Labour and Social Security, the Ministry of Family and Social Policies, the Ministry of Health.

The trainings in this year is to find out the Occupational standard, to ensure the international accreditation, to render it applicable in field and to ensure the safeties of patient and elderly and the job security and worker safety with the law draft for the caregiver to patient.

Training: shall be through/between 16.00- 20.00 o’clock.

Who Shall Participate in Training and Job Placement:
Age: It is open for the female and male citizens of TR, graduated at least high school, through ages 18 and 40.
Primarily the persons who worked in no working place shall be participated in the course and any charge shall not be received. The trainees shall be insured through the social insurance institution in the period when they went to the field during training and a minimum charge shall be paid at position of the trainee student.

• 240 minutes of 3 block lessons a day every lesson (corresponds to 40 minutes.) They shall be trained for 5 days.
• The occupational technical training shall be in 2nd training system in the occupation high schools depending on the Ministry of National Education.

• The training shall be subjected to the rotation provided that it is theoretical and field (hospital, house, clinic, elderly centres).

• The theoretical exam shall also be evaluated by applying the observation and success methods from the field training every month, the trainee’s learning and application ability shall be evaluated and it shall be obligatory that he/she gets a valid mark.

• Each trainee shall be elected with exam for the training. This exam is not evaluation of knowledge and the person’s sufficiency for the care giving profession shall be searched with the tests such as social perception, whether he/she has any psychiatric and psychological problems, perception of training and the available candidates shall be called for training.

• The training is 10 moths. He/she shall take the course certificate from the ministry of education as Lifelong Learning
and healthy society association at the end of 10 months. The accreditation certificate shall also be given additionally by ensuring its national (international equivalence) accreditation as the accreditation studies will be made in this rotation as the healthy society association, and he/she shall also be allowed to work in both Turkey and the European countries.

• As the persons shall be employed after training, we will start the care service to elderly and patient by following the works and evaluating them in the home care services primarily.

Training's Provinces

• The training shall be started in Istanbul firstly and then Ankara, Giresun, Trabzon, Bayburt, Bartın, Samsun, Diyarbakır, Batman, şanlı Urfa, İzmir , Edirne, Adana in Turkey.

• The Occupational Technical Training shall be started at Tuna Health High School in Bayrampaşa (the moderate region socioeconomically), the first Pilot Province Istanbul.

Care in terms of insurance

As the care insurance studies will also continue in the same coordination as we see that this project also revealed the obligatory disease and old age case care insurance’s obligation in order to ensure the full and complete care to the elderly and patient in the protection of state, its studies were accelerated.

The Law Draft for Caregiver to Patient is prepared.

It is a world class training program to form a model in future and serious for care giver to elderly and patient growing gradually and that is a great problem.

The Program for Caregiver to Elderly and Patient with the certificate at international standards, accredited, that will be performed in Turkey for the first time, shall also provide needs of many institutions and foundation.

Our aim is to target performing a study by also following and checking continuously and by growing the professional persons accredited internationally by the healthy society association, certified by the ministry of national education and also fulfilling their employments, qualified with many information, having full knowledge, expert; who will always service both daily and for health at home, hospital and nursing homes, to make the works of nurse and doctor easier, by organizing the subject that will occur the serious problems in future with the experts and subjecting to the certificate programs,

THE CAREGIVERS TO ELDERLY AND PATIENT who will be qualified to be able to make the medical emergency interference, to rescue life when necessary, professional, having the world class knowledge very well in the short time, shall reach to the professionalism by working.

In this sense it is unnecessary to accumulate this labour force into the unnecessary details.

The World grows/trains the caregivers to patient without any licence for approximately 30 years and solves its problem. We, as an association, also saw that we would solve this problem in this way, also we will increase the international labour force by accrediting it internationally; we have to perform all follow-ups and controls. This study comprises all employment applications, all detailed training from mother’s womb to death for the patient’s relative, the elderly patient’s relative, the child patient’s relative. It is also very important for the patient’s safety and the safety of the patient’s relative.

The law draft and the care insurance of the caregiver to elderly and patient are being prepared currently. Also these persons shall be trained through a general training having many expertises. Each disease requires expertise. They shall be trained in the training consisting of 21 units by knowing all details from anatomy to the surgical patient care. In this sense it shall be a care event and a training study comprising many diseases from the cares of elderly and patient to the cancer patient, the child patient,....

Our people’s problems cannot be solved even in the current ways and conditions because of the population to increase and patient and elderly care, such as the mental health and neurological diseases in the elderly and rehabilitation centres, the dementia patient, cancer patient, Alzheimer patient, that 5% rate of population always get sick, 8 millions of disabled persons and agglomerated patient, increasing population. It is not possible to solve this problem in future in the available conditions, either.

There are 2835 patients per pharmacist and 1425 patients per midwife, 667 patients per health officer, 592 patients per nurse, 3505 patients per dentist, 587 patients per doctor in average when the research on health personnel of TUIK...
nurse, 3,500 patients per dentist, 587 patients per doctor in average when the research per health personnel of TÜİK (Turkish Statistical Institute) in the year 2011 is examined. It may be told that it is high per health personnel although it is seen that these figures show decrease according to the years. (DAILY PATIENT)

We are in 76th line at the number of patients per doctor in Turkey in the world, also in 111th line with midwife, nurse, health personnel, pharmacist and dentist in the world. We are also in 146th line at the trained health personnel, in this sense we are also in the bottom lines in the 3rd World’s grading.

The professional persons are needed to serve for the disease case at home, hospital, elderly care centres, societies for the protection of children because there are very few nurses and the treatment changes to services. The care work mostly finished fatally, the persons who try to solve the patient care work at home, came from Ukraine, Russia and Republics of Turks or try to nurse in the public and private hospitals and not trained, the cases risk the patient’s life in danger, do not have even any control mechanism.

The case is really serious. It requires solution fast.

The professional intermediate professional labour force became inevitable in health in Turkey due to need anymore.

The law of 1954 projects it. The law makers of 1927 and 1954 planned it under the name nurse assistantship and also determined the legal conditions.

In this sense as our association will ensure the professional employment, we will also determine the standard of training and trainer,

We wish good luck with our project to Turkish Nation and all of our citizens,

HOW THE PROJECT WILL BE CARRIED OUT AND ITS BENEFITS – WHY INTERMEDIATE STAFF?

The Project was started in order to train the professional caregivers, caregivers to patients to the elderly people, disabled people, the needy ones, patients (respiratory patients, dementia patients, Alzheimer patients, cancer patients, Parkinson patients, paralytic patients, myopathy patients, myelopathy patients, all groups struggling against any disease and visually impaired in case of any disease.

A joint protocol was signed by the Ministry of National Education, the General Directorate of Lifelong Learning and the General Directorate of Occupational Technical Training provided it will be continued for 24 months in April in 2013.

Also we work together with the Municipality in Bayrampaşa district, at subject to announce it to people commonly, to be started in Istanbul,

The Project is also an intermediate staff training project. It is a training and employment study for providing women and men with occupations and providing an upper opportunity for them.

WHY INTERMEDIATE STAFF (CAREGIVER TO PATIENT)

They are the persons who can serve for care in many places, needed restrictedly and fast with a job and occupation opportunity, named as CAREGIVER TO PATIENT had the 1st Basic care with the training of 10 months, qualified with all care and basic health knowledge, professional, having full knowledge of subject, can know the elderly and patient, having the medical information partially, can practice the plan prepared for patient and will care the patient in controls of nurse and doctor by providing training for them in the short time as in all developed countries. Unfortunately it displayed the needs to us urgently that we do not have enough urgent, fast and controlled staff and the project started 30 years later.

We continue the works with the Traineeship training laws of the Ministry of National Education,

Every country builds a structure special to it. Our Association’s study is also a structure special to Turkey.

We hold meetings with many academic and non-governmental associations. We continue the studies how we can move forward together in both field applications and preparation of the training books and how we solve the problems to be faced by us,

We carry out the joint shared studies with the authorized persons of the Ministry, the Intensive Care Associations, the Association of People of/from Bafrə, the Association of Nurses, Turkish Respiratory Intensive Care Association, the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Emergency and Intensive Care Association for Children, the Turkish Cancer
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Emergency and Intensive Care Association for Children, the Turkish Cancer Association, the Medical Oncology Association, the Alzheimer and Geriatrics Wakf, the geriatrics association in home and abroad each in the limitation of the division of labour. We make the plans and programs to carry out the studies according to the field’s results by completing the deficiencies, their insufficient structures and the training program and the field works entirely in 10 minutes as each institution and non-governmental institution share their information and experiences occupationally,

The Municipalities participate in the studies by announcing the information and documentations sent from/by the healthy society association to public in the field announcement,

The training modules of the Ministry of the national were prepared with the joint working of the healthy society association.

The weekly lesson programs were prepared by preparing them with the joint information/knowledge by the founded training commission and sending them to the health academician.

The professional support intended merely for information purposes was also provided from the European scientists in the project. Also it was also called for the joint working by the European Public Health, World’s Public Heath, the participants were provided for work.

The meetings are held in the way of a joint work with the neighbouring countries with Germany, Austria, England, Holland, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Scotland and Australia. In this sense the aim is to continue the works at sizes of services to be offered to the needers by fixing all needs in the presidency of the healthy society association in a joint platform of Turkey and the European society.

PERSONS TO BENEFIT FROM PROJECT AND ITS ACCRETION VALUE, (EMPLOYMENT) JOINT WORKING COUNTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS PRIVATE AND PUBLIC

It is to train the caregivers to elderly and patient, to care the old and sick individuals at the international standard.

It is involved in the project largely provided that they are the elderly care centres, home care companies, hospitals, the elderly care centres need all cares provided that they are provided the care in the elderly and rehabilitation centres, hospital care and home care.

It is to form the care model of Turkey by examining the international models of the care services of the elderly and disease cases, such as in Germany, Holland, England, Denmark, Finland, Sweden,Germany, Switzerland or Australia...etc such as in the 1st World countries.

This project comprises the National Care Services that will continue by forming a council by also adding the ministry of the family and social policies, the ministry of the labour and social security, the ministry of health, the Ministry of National Education.

The project is a national project that will solve the problems of needers for care and home care in Turkey. It shall reply people in case of old age and disease fully and entirely by eliminating the regional differences.

In this sense the cares and good and happy cases of patient and elderly are very important for us. 2014-2015 shall pass as finding and matching these standards and we shall train the first caregiver candidates of us,

As the project is a project of 5 years, it shall take time in these 5 years timely to actualize it fully.

We would like to activate the care insurance in scope of this project. We aim continuing all these works listed above jointly in control of state and free of charge,

In this sense firstly at least 1Billions of caregivers for patients shall be trained in Turkey and 1 Billions of persons shall have a job. We saw that we employed the unemployed population at rate of 3% for the unemployment rate. Also an international health and care sector will form in sector and the foreign currency inflow of THE ELDERLY HEALTH TOURISM OF 12 BILLION DOLLARS shall be provided by caring particularly the foreign old people in scope of the care insurance in Turkey officially and world officially.

Also the illegal worker problem shall be controlled because the state cannot check/control the persons came as
Too much money is received from citizen under the name the care services. Some illegal, uncontrolled persons, the arbitral managements of companies where it is not evident who does what, damages our state and nation, there becomes an uncontrolled cash outflow. All these studies/works shall be controlled with this project. The money has to be controlled and followed absolutely clearly.

If the state can make this work through a joint enterprise with the civil society, too much leakage shall return, the unnecessary expenses shall end, the international care policy shall be able to formed, the state shall care the foreigners came through the insurance and the rich foreigners and provide a serious foreign currency inflow in Turkey and the care services shall also be able to be given at more economical price because they are controllable. And the citizen shall have the full care free of charge and in conformity with the human rights.

Q4: Confirmation of the activities of the organization at the national, regional or international level:

age platform organization
european parliament organization in brussels, belgium,
european regional and cities week 09-13 october every year,
european public health association we are member
european palliative care association congress,
IFIC congress( international foundation integrated care)
european pathway association meetin in italy

Q5: A list of members of the governing body of the organization and their countries of nationality:

( FINAL DECLARATION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY )
(EK-3)
GENEL KURUL SONUÇ BİLDİRİMİ (*)
SAĞLIKLI TOPLUM DERNEĞİ
Sayı : (1)

Dernegimizin …28/12/2013 tarihinde yaptığı olağan/olağanüstü genel kurul toplantısı sonucunda açık kimlikleri yazılı kişiler adları karşısında gösterilen görevlere seçilmişlerdir. Belirtilen toplantında tüzük değişikliği yapılmıştır Arz ederim. İmza

SERPİL KESKİN
Sağlıklı Toplum Derneği Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı
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Q6: List of financial sources and contributions, including governmental contributions:

donation, member fee, congress, fair, courses, goverment support

annual report as financial added it

Q7: Copies of the annual or other reports of the organization with financial statements (File size limit is 16MB):

2015 DERNEKLER BEYANNAMESİ RAPORU STD İÇİNReportBook.pdf (317.4KB)

Q8: Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

EK3dernek 21.doc (74.5KB)

Q9: Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

Respondent skipped this question
Q10: A description of the membership of the organization, indicating the total number of members, the names of organizations that are members and their geographical distribution:

Sıra No  Adı ve Soyadı  T.C. Kimlik No Baba Adı Doğum Yeri ve Tarihi Temsil Edilen Tüzül Kişiliğin Adı Tabiiyeti Cinsiyeti Mesleği Seçildiği Görev Yerleşim Yeri

1 Serpil keskin 38332383362 salih 09.11.1968 Firma sahibi tc kadın Serbest meslek Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı Burhaniye Mah. Abdullah ağa cad. abahçeler sok n09/A beylerbeyi üsküdar
2 Ayşe aysen keskin 38347382862 cemal 05.02.1941 Ev hanımı tc kadın Ev hanımı Asil üye Burhaniye Mah. Abdullah ağa cad. abahçeler sok n09/A beylerbeyi üsküdar
3 Emine keskin 16564205010 mehmet 14.09.1958 Em.öğrt tc kadın emekli Asil üye Yalı mah.atak sok.ocak apt.c blok n0 4 daire 18 lella atakan cad
4 Seyfettin kuru 39622339984 salih 14.02.1959 özel tc erkek özel Asil denetim kurulu Leyla sok 14/3 küplüce üsküdar
5 Fatma kuru 39559342088 hüseyin 28.01.1958 serbest tc kadın serbest Asil denetim kurulu Leyla sok 14/3 küplüce üsküdar
6 Osman keskin 37627406892 cemal 15.07.1948 serbest tc erkek serbest Asil Denetim kurulu Çamlıca kalıcı konutları kayalar 6. Ad.14 bul.d 9 çınarcık
7 Salih keskin 38386381550 yusuf 7.6.1040 Emk. Öğret. tc kadın emekli Asil denetim kurulu Burhaniye Mah. Abdullah ağa cad. abahçeler sok n09/A beylerbeyi üsküdar
8 Mabhule şahin 34990700046 Amil Başalan 1.1.1953 serbest tc kadın serbest Denetim kurulu yedek Beykoz pasabahta,bağla yolu sok. n0 17 istanbul
9 Sevda ersoy 15293956910 Selahattin Güleç 15.08.1967 serbest tc kadın serbest Katip üye Beyle dede sok vefed geka mah.6/1 fatih ist
10 Ferat marangoz 13784824120 Fikret 09.12.1975 serbest tc erkek serbest Katip üye Burhaniye mah. Abdullah ağa cad. bahçeler sok n0) beylerbeyi üsküdar

Q11: A copy of the constitution and/or by-laws of the organization (File size limit is 16MB):

TÜZÜK_EN.doc (67.5KB)

Q12: Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

EK3dernek 21.doc (74.5KB)

Q13: Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

Respondent skipped this question

Q14: Contact information:

First Name  SERPİL
Last Name  KESKİN
Full Legal Address  burhaniye mahallesi bahçeler sokak abdullah ağa cad.
Address 2  n0:9/2b beylerbeyi üsküdar
City/Town  İstanbul
Country  Türkiye
Email Address  serpilkeskin@sagliklitoplum.org.tr
Phone Number  0090 543 313 58 51

Q15: Website  www.sagliklitoplum.org.tr